We establish general theory of foreign exchange derivatives (FXD), for multidimensional, possibly incomplete, Itô SDE market/econometric models. The established theory is consistent with the one of foreign exchange rates (FXR) introduced by the author in a previous note. A very simple example is presented as well.
Introduction
In [3] Kallsen was first to introduce a notion of neutral derivative pricing. The same concept, together with optimal portfolio theory, was used by the author in [5] , and in full generality in [6] (for single contracts), in [7] (for dividend-paying contracts), and in [8] (for multiple contracts), to establish a general theory of pricing (and hedging) for arbitrarily complex, Itô SDE market/econometric models. In [10] the author has established an optimal portfolio theory-based theory of foreign exchange rates (FXR) . In this note we reconcile theories of [6, 8] with the one of [10] , and develop a general theory of foreign exchange derivatives (FXD). The results introduced here will be elaborated in [9] .
General FXD PDE
For the stochastic framework and notation of domestic and foreign economies, their market coefficients, FXR SDE dynamics, etc., see [10] . A foreign currency (with price Y d, f HtL, i.e., FXR) when invested in the foreign risky and risk-free assets yields the wealth evolution SDE analogous to (2.8) in [10] (the waelth X f HtL is expressed in the foreign currency), that can be written as:
where fx can be thought of as the foreign currency dividend rate, given by
with WHtL = " BHtL ê " t, the White noise (BHtL is Brownian motion). The "post-dividend" FXR dynamics (see (2.10) in [10] ), together with (2.2), after some work, yields the "pre-dividend" FXR dynamics:
As in [10] , if S f HtL = «, set s, f = 0 (in particular, in such a case fx = r f , what is usually assumed).
On the other hand, as opposed to [10] , throughout this note we shall assume that S 
(understood as a block matrix), the matrix obtained by appending the pre-dividend FX volatility matrix to s è s,d . Next, let the FX pricing factor-drift be (2.6)
the vector obtained by appending the post-dividend FX appreciation rate to b. Finally, let the FX pricing and hedging factor diffusion matrix be
(understood as a block matrix), the matrix obtained by appending the post-dividend FX volatility matrix to c. Again, if S f HtL = «, in all of the above just set s, f = 0.
Once these market coefficients are realized, applying the general derivative pricing and hedging theory of [6, 8] , we have THEOREM 1. The procedure for FX derivative pricing and hedging is as follows:
L, the solution of the risk preemium PDE (" denotes the gradient with respect to 8A, Y d, f <):
L, the solution of the pricing PDE (system): where = 8 1 , ..., l < is the l-vector of numbers of contracts hegded.
A Very Simple FXD Example
We continue the example from [10] . We recall the market coefficients (3.2) from [10] . Since k d = 1, we set a è s,d = «, and s è s,d = «, and then (3.1)
